Agenda:
Time
8:30am ET – 9:00am ET
9:00am ET – 10:00am ET

10:15am ET – 11:15am ET

3:00pm ET – 4:00pm ET

4:00pm ET – 5:00pm ET

Session
OVOATUG overview
Including Jon’s famous trivia contest gone virtual, but the
prizes are still real!
The Naked Future: What Happens in a World that
Anticipates your Every Move?
A fun look at machine learning technology and where it is
taking us.
State of the Market Q&A
Your chance to interact with our panel of experts from
within the Oracle ecosystem to discuss current conditions
and trends during unprecedented times.
Mid-day Break
Fusion Analytics for ERP/HCM
Fusion Analytics Warehouse complements the built-in
reporting capabilities (OTBI) in Oracle Cloud Apps with
support for strategic and advanced analytics. This new
offering provides rapid time to value with ready-to-use
semantics, KPIs and dashboards. This session explores in
detail the vision, strategy and delivery roadmap for Fusion
Analytics Warehouse.
Virtual Happy Hours break-out sessions (seriously, bring
your own cocktail if you are so inclined):
• Fusion Apps (ERP, SCM, HCM)
• EBS
• EPM

Speaker
Jon Riley, OVOATUG Coordinator
AXIA Consulting
Charlie Berger, Sr. Director Product Management,
Machine Learning, AI and Cognitive Analytics
Oracle Corporation
Panelists:
• John Conlee, Inspirage
• Tim Holman, Tier1
• Chris Tyner, AXIA Consulting
Ashlesh Bajpai, Sr. Director Product Management,
Analytics Applications for ERP
Oracle Corporation
Manisha Gupta, Sr. Director, Product Management,
Analytics Apps for HCM
Oracle Corporation
OVOATUG Volunteer Moderators:
• Jon Riley
• Matt Hauser
• Victor Turner

Our Speakers:

Charlie Berger, Oracle Corporation
Since 1999, Charlie has been responsible for Oracle Machine Learning (OML), starting when Oracle acquired Thinking
Machines Corporation where he was VP of Product Management & Marketing. He works with OML Development,
Customers and supports Oracle Applications that embed OML’s algorithms. He is the co-founder of BIWA Inc. that
runs the Analytics and Data Oracle User Community (AnDOUC) TechCasts and events. Previously, he worked in
product management and engineering in startups in expert systems, statistical and exploratory data analysis software
and robotics and machine vision. Prior to that, he graduated from Honeywell Computer’s 3-year Manufacturing
Management Program. He holds an MS in Manufacturing Engineering and an MBA, both from Boston University and
holds a BS in Operations Research/Industrial Engineering from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Ashlesh Bajpai, Oracle Corporation

Ash is a Senior Director of Product Management for the Oracle Analytics team, focusing on Oracle Fusion Analytics for
ERP. He is an accomplished business technology leader with 20 plus years of experience in retail and hi-tech industries

John Conlee, Inspirage

With over 20 years of experience working with Oracle and Hyperion technology, John is widely recognized for his
expertise in both the technical as well as the functional side of Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) solutions.
He is passionate about ensuring a practical and successful approach while ensuring Finance organizations get the
most out of their EPM investments. John has close relationships with Oracle Sales and Product Development along
with our customers which enable him to provide valuable insight into the EPM market. As an Oracle Hyperion
Certified Consultant, John has served as a panel expert and as a speaker for several Oracle Hyperion User
conferences.
John founded and served as the CEO for Vertical Edge Consulting Group, an Oracle platinum partner. After almost 10
years as a leading Oracle EPM and BI consulting, Vertical Edge was acquired by Inspirage resulting in the unique ability
to deliver better end-to-end transformational solutions in Supply Chain, PLM, ERP, and, EPM implementations
worldwide. John holds a BS degree in Management Information Systems from Purdue University and has served in
executive, sales, and delivery management roles in which he delivered EPM solutions across a multitude of industries.

Tim Holman, Tier1

Tim Holman has over 20 years of outstanding service delivery and customer relations experience. He is skilled in
collaborating and leading geographically diverse teams and third-party vendors to drive projects to delivery within
budget. During his career, Tim has worked with a variety of Oracle managed services and hosting clients, along with
new implementations, migrations, and upgrades. As part of our Customer Success team, Tim utilizes his skills and
experience to help ensure Tier1 and its clients are successful together.

Chris Tyner, AXIA Consulting

Program Manager, Project Manager and Solution Architect with professional experience since 1991. His areas of
expertise are in the design, implementation and support of the Oracle E-Business Suite, including: CRM, Order
Management, Financials, Supply Chain, Human Resources, Projects and Manufacturing.
Chris possesses deep technical and functional skills which facilitates rapid issue resolution and allows him to
effectively communicate with both business personnel and highly technical resources. He has the hands-on
functional knowledge to perform CRPs and demonstrations and the technical know-how to create designs and proofof-concept code for RICE objects. Chris has assisted clients through all phases of a project, including project planning
and kick-off, through CRP, design workshops, configuration, testing, conversion, and implementation. His skills lend
themselves to analytical and development roles and leading a functional area or teams for large Oracle and other ERP
implementation projects.

